PUBLICATIONS
Gently Whispering the Circle Back
(DVD and Facilitator Guide)
Gently Whispering the Circle Back (49:13 min) shares
personal stories of survivors, children of survivors and
allies in exploring the wounds inflicted through
colonization and residential schools. Many people are
either unaware of this Canadian history or they have an
incomplete picture or haven’t heard the story from the
people who were there. This film shows, in a respectful
way, the impact of this history along with the power of
transformation that occurs when we all become part of
the healing circle.

FACILITATOR GUIDE
The manual facilitates safe and structured opportunities
for understanding the past and present impacts of these
events; and to create a context in which respectful
relationships can be restored between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous peoples through the unfolding of four
phases of recovery.

Organizations $85.00 per set (DVD & guide)
$70 each on orders of 5 or more
Family and Student cost $40.00 per set
Shipping & handling is $15 per set
See the Trailer for this film @ http://vimeo.com/71825389

TO ORDER any of these publications
email store@bluequills.ca
Include your name & mailing address
Mail payment (address below) or pre-pay
with VISA by phoning 780-645-4455, ext 123

Indigenous Social Work Practice:
Creating Good Relationships
This book offers unique perspectives
of MSW graduates with prior
experience working in Aboriginal
communities. They were able to
examine Western social work and
Aboriginal healing practices for their
value in addressing issues such as
colonization, trauma, addictions,
and parenting. Binding all the
chapters together is a theme of relational accountability, a
sense of responsible connectedness to the people and the
land, to the past and the future, to all of Creation. Indeed,
the worker/client relationship is presented here as one
instance of a more comprehensive and responsible
relationship with all things.
Bodor, R. (Ed.) (2011). ISBN 978-0-9867394-0-8

$55/copy
$45 for 10 or more copies, bookstores $40 ea
(plus shipping and handling)

This PARENTING RESOURCE
was developed to help
connect Indigenous families
to traditional teachings
which support behaviors
that promote attachment
with their babies. This was
created in conjunction with a
SERVICE PROVIDER RESOURCE
which discusses the brain science behind each
teaching. This discussion shows how traditional child
rearing practices promote attachment from a
neurobiological perspective
Parenting Resource $20
Professional Resource $15
Plus shipping and handling

